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The scope of this project was to build a high

energy impulse generator to be used for educational

and research purposes, such as small scale modeling

of lightning and switching surges or small scale

simulation of an electromagnetic pulse (EMP).

A one-stage impulse generator was designed to

deliver a voltage wave of up to 100000 volts peak

with a follow up current wave of up to 50000 amperes

peak; various wave forms can be obtained by altering

circuit parameters. The generator built is capable of

delivering an energy of 50000 joules to a test object

within a variable time span in the microsecond range.



In addition to building the generator, the

instrumentation to monitor the generated waves was

set up. A voltage divider and current shunt were

designed and built, and their response to test waves

was investigated; thus enabling the researcher to

determine the actual waveshapes from the monitored

ones.
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HIGH ENERGY IMPULSE GENERATOR DESIGN

1 INTRODUCTION

Natural lightning unleashes vast amounts of

energy in very short instants of time. Its impact on

power systems is tremendous and system components

(e.g. transformers) have to be protected from the

devastating impact of a lightning surge travelling

along a transmission line. This is accomplished by

lightning arresters, which are a vital part of any

power system and which have to be very carefully

implemented and tested. The evasiveness of natural

lightning makes it necessary to build a testing

apparatus to ensure the usefulness of various

protective devices or system components themselves.

For this purpose, a one-stage impulse generator

was designed, capable of delivering a voltage wave of

100000 volts peak with a follow-up current wave of up

to 50000 amperes peak to model a lightning impulse on

a small scale. By adjusting circuit parameters of the

generator, different voltage and current waveforms

can be generated. This way, the generator can also

simulate switching transients (caused by switching

long transmission lines), which are characterized by

a slower rise and longer duration than lightning
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surges. The impulse generator cannot only be used to

test the usefulness of protective devices, but also

to investigate their nonlinear characteristics and

conceive models to be implemented in system

simulation programs (e.g. the EMTP).

The impulse generator will also be used in a

high voltage course for demonstrations and lab

experiments. So this thesis tries to give the future

researcher a picture of the specifications and

capabilities of the generator as well as give a

student an idea of high voltage impulse generation

and testing.

Many impulse generators available deliver a very

high voltage (in the megavolt range), but are not

capable of delivering a very high current surge

following an eventual breakdown of the test object.

the generator built was limited in size by the

physical dimensions of the high voltage lab at OSU

and it was necessary to get optimal performance out

of a device that was to be kept as small as possible.

The instrumentation necessary to monitor high

voltage and current waves has to be designed very

carefully to avoid interference by stray fields due

to the discharging generator. The voltage divider and

current shunts used are not ideal and the necessary
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shielding influences the response times of these

measuring devices. The response times were

investigated in order to derive the actual waveshapes

from the recorded ones.

Programs for the determination of circuit

parameters for desired wave shapes and for the

correction for the non-ideal response of the

instrumentation were written in Standard BASIC on a

HP-86B, which will make it easy to implement them on

the controller of a digitizer (to be aquired) used in

investigating fast wave fronts.

Part 2 of this paper introduces the concepts of

a high voltage impulse generator and includes a

treatment of the required instrumentation. Current

impulses and the necessary instrumentation are

discussed in section 3, while section 4 covers the

actual laboratory generator. The appendices include a

short presentation of the nomenclature used in

describing impulses as well as some response

calculations and pictures of the equipment.



2 HIGH VOLTAGE IMPULSE GENERATOR

2.1 Single Stage Generator

The basic circuit of an impulse generator

consists of a capacitor that is charged and then

discharged through a waveshaping circuit.

to do
supply

0-11"01---010--
G L R,

Cs tray

1.0)

Figure 1. Single stage impulse generator setup.

Figure 1 shows the circuit elements of such a

single stage impulse generator. The capacitor CI is

charged from a direct current source until the sphere

gap G breaks down at which time the voltage is

impressed upon the test object represented by the

capacitance C2. RI and 111 are the waveshaping

resistors that control the front and tail of the

generated wave respectively. Stray capacitances and

inductances present in the circuit are combined in

stray and L. Figure 2 shows the Laplace transform
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circuit, where Cs and Cstray were combined into C'2. V

denotes the initial voltage to which the capacitor CI

was charged.

1/cis Ls

Cs R2 1/02s11r

v(S)

Figure 2. Transform circuit of single stage impulse

generator.

The output voltage V(s) is given by the

expression

VCs"." .\s/ I/Cis + Ls + R, + RIICRzCi's + 1)

V
LC1 sat s2CR,A. 1/RaCO + s (R,/R2,C;L+ + 1 /L()+ 1/122C,LC2

Z/P2c2.'s + I)

It is not very beneficial to explicitly solve

this third order equation. The result is not

necessarily of much use since the stray capacitances

and inductances are distributed throughout the

circuit, and it is not possible to assign precise



values to them. If L and Cstray are neglected, the

equation for V(s) takes on the following form:

V
Vs)=R,C1

s(1/R,C, //22C 1/2,(2) * VP,P2C,C1

Ricz (s * s,)( s sO

For the output voltage to be positive, sz > s, ;

therefore the roots sz and s1 are

S
2,1 2

IMa

R,c, 2,C2,+*P2C, (R,c,+ 2z.c, 12,.C1)2.

12,22.C.,CL 'U2C.C4.

The transform back into the time domain yields

VH-,RiczYsz,s.) fexpes,0 exp(-sat)}

In practice R2 >> R, and Cr >> C2. and the

equation for the roots becomes

sill I -27
A.CIC2.)

f
R

6
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Therefore the roots are approximately

5,2--
722.C.,

and S ' 1

7- 2, C2

and the equation for the output voltage becomes

v(+) = V [ex p (-t/i4c) exp('filZ1C2)1

Figure 3 shows the output voltage as a

combination of two exponentials. It is clearly seen

that R
i

controls the front and R
z

the tail portion of

the wave.

i

Figure 3. Impulse voltage and its components.

One has to be careful in selecting the

resistance values since oscillations have to be

avoided. The value of the front-end resistor R
i

required to make the circuit non-oscillatory is first
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computed by ignoring R2:

2,>

where

I I I

--c- C, cL

Then the value of R1 required to obtain the

desired wave shape is calculated and finally (if RI >

LITIT./C' ) the value of R2 is calculated to give the

desired tail shape.

The resistor R2 could be placed on the generator

side of RI, which increases the efficency 2 of the

generator, given by the expression

7
peak voltage of impulse

voltage to which CI is charged

The resulting higher efficency is obvious since the

placement of R2 on the load side results in a voltage

divider and the output voltage across the load is

reduced. For the case where Rt >> Ri the placement of

Ra does not appreciably affect the output efficiency

of the generator.
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If R2 is placed on the generator side of RI in

Figure 1, the output voltage is given by the

expression (neglecting inductance)

v(t) = V fexp(-sif) exp(si)12, C2 (5z.-6c)

where

(22.,c 4-122C. 4C4 )2' 4-, Ir2ic,_+122c,+122.C1 +
4211= 2 [ TAC,Ca 12,22(Cz. 12 i R2,C,C2_
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2.2 Multistage Impulse Generator

In order to generate high voltage impulses with

peak values in the megavolt range, multistage impulse

generators are used. These circuits still follow

Erwin Marx's original patent (1924) of charging

several capacitors in parallel and discharging them

in series, using sphere gaps as switches. The

following pages illustrate the principle of

multistage impulse generators by describing a

three-stage generator.

RI

ANI
front
res.

V
dc

0

a res.
tail

Clad

Figure 4. Three stage impulse generator.
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Figure 4 shows a three stage impulse generator

immediately before a discharge. Some stray and gap

capacitances present are shown in dotted lines. The

three capacitors are charged in parallel through

high-value charging resistors R. At the end of a

charging period, the points A, D and F are at the

potential V of the direct current source. Since the

charging current has ceased, points B, C and E are at

ground potential. The discharge of the generator is

started by the flashover of gap GI, which is followed

by the simultaneous breakdown of gaps G2 and G3.

Treating the high-valued charging resistors R as

open circuits and ignoring stray and gap

capacitances, the following order of events can be

established. When gap G, breaks down, the potential

of point A changes from V to zero, a swing of -V.

Because of the charge stored in the capacitor CI, the

potential difference between points A and C cannot

change instantly. Therefore the potential of point C

must swing instantly from zero to -V. At this moment,

the voltage across gap Gz is 2V; the gap breaks down

and the potential of point D swings by -2V to -V. At

the same time, due to the charge stored in capacitor

CI, point E swings by -2V to -2V. This places a

voltage of 3V across gap G3, which breaks down,

placing point F at potential of -2V. Due to the
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capacitor C3, the potential of point G will change

instantely to -3V, which is the output voltage of

this three-stage generator. Thus the circuit of

Figure 4 yields an output voltage of the opposite

polarity as the charging d.c. voltage. Letting the

capacitors be of equal capacitance C, an equivalent

circuit for the generator output would be a that of a

single-stage impulse generator. The charging

capacitance becomes C' = C/3 and C' is charged up to

V' = 3V.

In practice, the spark gaps are placed

vertically above each other. This way, the spark in

gap GI provides ionization starters (e.g. ultraviolet

light), ensuring breakdown of the other gaps as soon

as the overvoltage is placed across them. Usually gap

G2 is set for breakdown only slightly above gap Gi

since gap and stray capacitances can in practice

reduce the overvoltage across gaps G2 and G3.

Figure 4 shows the waveshaping resistors RI and

Rx outside the three stage impulse generator. In a

multistage configuration there is the possibility of

placing the waveshaping resistors inside the

generator itself as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Three stage impulse generator with

distributed waveshaping resistors.

The value of the charging resistors R is made

large compared to the front-end resistor RI and the

tail-end resistor R1 (usually >> R,) is used as a

charging resistor. The parameters have to be adjusted

such that RI does not reduce the initial generator

voltage by too much. The use of distributed

resistances has the advantage that these resistors do

not have to withstand the full output voltage as

compared to the case when the waveshaping circuit is

completely outside the generator. Moreover, the

distributed series resistance will damp out
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oscillations within the generator. In practice,

however, it is necessary to place part of the wave

front resistance outside the generator, since

otherwise the inductance and capacitance of the the

external connections and the load capacitance would

form an underdamped oscillatory circuit.
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2.3 Measurement of High Voltage Impulses

2.3.1 Instrumentation

A simple voltage divider for recording standard

1.2/50/As waves is a resistor divider (see Appendix A

for an explanation of the nomenclature used). The

voltage across the low resistance arm of the divider

is displayed on an oscilloscope and it is essential

that the voltage displayed on the CR0 is a true

reproduction of the actual waveshape across the test

object. Figure 6 shows the resistive divider and the

instrumentation used.

to load

high voltage arm

low voltage arm

coaxial cable of surge impedance Z

. CRO

Figure 6. Instrumentation for HV impulse measurement.

The high voltage arm of the resistor divider

actually used consists of 4 non-inductive wire-wound

resistors connected in series (see Appendix D for a
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picture). The reason for using non-inductive

resistors is obvious. When the flashover of the gap

initiates the impulse, the voltage applied to the

test object and, thus, the voltage divider increases

at a rapid rate. The current through the divider

increases at a corresponding rate and the residual

inductance L in each part of the divider superimposes

an L dI/dt voltage upon the IR voltage drop.

Therefore, the total inductance should be made as

small as possible; and the high and low voltage arms

should have the same L/R ratio. Otherwise the voltage

division will be a function of the steepness of the

voltage wave and will be different from the pure

resistance ratio.

Resistor dividers are not ideal at all, but will

lead to acceptable results if the ocurring errors are

kept small. Sources of error are:

o Stray capacitance from any section of the

divider to the high voltage lead, from any

section of the divider to ground and between

sections of the divider.

o Residual inductance in the divider elements.

o Oscillations ocurring due to capacitance from

high voltage arm to ground and lead inductance.
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o Voltage drop due to the impedance of the lead

between divider and test object and the impedance

of the ground return.

Of these sources of error, the stray capacitance

introduces the most error. The relatively high

resistance of the high voltage arm in parallel with

the stray capacitance introduces a time constant

which will make it difficult to measure extremely

steep waves. Moreover, the capacitance accounts for a

time lag across the voltage divider which introduces

an error regarding the peak value of the impulse. The

extremely high electric and magnetic fields due to

the sparkover of the gap make it necessary to shield

the resistor divider which introduces additional

capacitance. A further discussion of the problems

connected to stray capacitance is found in this

chapter under "Shielding of Resistors".

Figure 6 shows how the voltage wave across the

low voltage arm of the divider is transmitted to the

oscilloscope through a coaxial cable of surge

impedance Z. The coaxial cable has to be terminated

by a resitor having the value of Z. This line

termination has to be done very carefully, because of

reflections that can occur at the receiving and

sending end of the cable, causing large errors in the
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recorded waveshape. To determine the proper line

termination experimentally it is suggested that a

square wave with a very steep front be applied to the

cable with both the the receiving and sending end

voltage displayed on the CRO. The termination of the

line with the proper impedance will minimize the

difference between the two displayed voltages.

The sweep across the oscilloscope screen is

started by an external trigger signal. The stray

electric and magnetic fields caused by the breakdown

of the gap are picked up by an antenna in the trigger

circuit. One must make sure, however, that the

trigger signal (transmitted in air) arrives at the

oscilloscope before the actual wave (transmitted in

the coaxial cable). In most cases this does not pose

a problem since an electromagnetic wave travels

faster in air than in the dielectric of the cable.

The electromagnetic field that is put to use in

triggering the oscilloscope poses serious problems

for all of the instrumentation involved. The

electromagnetic interference might not only destroy

electronic parts containing CMOS devices, it also

distorts the measurements of the impulse voltage to a

non acceptable degree. Malewski and Dechlamplain [13]

have investigated the interference produced by
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impulse generators and found transient magnetic flux

densities of up to 500,T in the 0.2 to 0.7 MHz

range. They measured electric fields of 40 kV/m at a

distance of 20m from a 4 MV generator. To effectively

battle these interferences, the instrumentation has

to be shielded. The coaxial cable used was covered

with an aluminum shield. It is suggested by Kuffel

and Abdullah [10], and was found to be true in

experimental work, that shields not be directly

connected to ground but through a suitably high

resistance to damp out oscillations.

Shielding of the voltage divider is also

necessary, but poses more problems, which will be

discussed in the next paragraph. It is suggested that

a special high voltage oscilloscope be used, where

the voltage across the low voltage arm of the divider

can be applied directly to the plates of the CRO.

Thus the low voltage can be in the range of 3kV to

5kV, which eliminates the necessity of extremely high

resistances in the high voltage arm; this ensures a

low time constant and therefore a fast response time.

We had to go the conventional way of going through an

amplifier. Therefore the voltage across the the low

voltage arm could not exeed about 100V. To record

impulse voltages of up to 100kV this calls for a

divider ratio of 1:1000; the resulting high
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resistance of the high voltage arm in parallel with

the stray capacitances accounts for a poor response

time of the overall system.

2.3.2 Shielding of Resistors

The high electromagnetic disturbances near a

high-voltage impulse generator require a careful

shielding of all of the instrumentation. For cables,

oscilloscopes etc. this does not pose any major

problems, but the shielding of the resistance voltage

divider itself introduces error in the actual

measurement. This chapter will be devoted to the

effect of the added capacitance due to the shield. A

very thorough presentation of shielding theory was

given by Kuffel and Abdullah [10]. The brief

discussion of shielded resistors here will eventually

lead to the calculation of the divider response time.
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height h

x A

uniformly distributed capacitance C
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capacitance per unit length...C1

resistance per unit length... 1--f

screen at potential P

Figure 7. Shielded resistor.

Figure 7 shows a resistor enclosed by a

shielding screen which is kept at potential P. The

capacitance between the divider and the screen is

assumed to be evenly distributed with a capacitance

per unit length of C'. It can be shown (Gallagher and

Pearmain [7]) that, for a sinusoidal excitation, the

voltage from a certain point x to ground across the

resistor can be expressed as

e
h p(i_ ur7C71_ -x (A---)CR1

e h er:TCT '11

,51.417C7e qpicR
) *p
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The current through a small element dR of the

total resistance can be stated as

dv ;Roix

from which it follows that

i= 1 dv

TZ dx

Substituting the above expression for the

voltage leads to

LoCR/'-1;
h

l< ,r7re c--e e

IR
-

+ e h

P(I eliwcR)

p(i_e/5,0cR)

The current i, at the grounded end of the

resistor (x=0) and the current i, at the top of the

resistor (x=h) are found to be

7.;-EucR (v i cocji(livJCR)
\

((v P)cosh(vii7;t7) P))-- Rsinh( i(4/7W)
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Most commonly the shield is either grounded or

kept at a potential different from zero. Both cases

will be examined as to the amount of error introduced

by them.

a) SHIELD GROUNDED

If the shield is at ground potential, P r. 0 and

the equation for io simplifies to

V, J.-r.7)C1Z1

Q sink(

The term .InTriji. can be expressed as

vaEP. exp[j(V/4 + kil) ], where k=0,1. Substituting the

first root with an angle of V/4 into the equation for

is and separating phase and magnitude leads to:

J
-14)67.

inhi-(1w2 s ih V``)-2

expfj cArdan(-1-cAigV)coq

Substituting the second root with angle 5i7/4

will yield the same result.

The current i, can be determined similarly for a

grounded screen by



V, 16,,,;ciz' Cosi') (-61A3C R1) ,

Z Sin h (y.ius)

Substituting 4717 exp(jul4) for jurT7i and

separating phase and magnitude leads to

c S 112(i' we) + co2(11A)25Rt)

112 (-11. ,S n(141)

24

rir
" exPii [LT- ± rc. (fict )tUnA pil arc fan (fun( Go 46/V

Again the solution will be the same for 4vCR =

vCZFr.exp(j(5i1/4).

Comparing the results for io and , we find the

phase shift across the resistor to be

6,56 = Gird c m IL. fcin 6kt),3

and the error in current magnitude

A = in k2- (1wc co (J'kf 7) I ) 100

These error quantities will of course be felt to

their maximum in monitoring the voltage across the

low voltage arm of the divider, which will no longer

be a true representation of the impulse, voltage
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across the divider.

If, for an illustration, we assume a divider

with R:100kft and C:50pF, the error in current

magnitude is about 36% with a phase shift of 0.25 rad

for frequencies in the 100kHz range. Using a shielded

divider with screen at ground potential can lead to

substantial errors in monitoring a steep wavefront

containing high frequencies.

b) SHIELD AT POTENTIAL DIFFERENT FROM ZERO

The above discussion for a grounded shield

encourages the search for a screen potential which

makes :it,. Using the equations for the currents

(derived on page 22) it follows that

ju177 \/
Y P(COS (727) 1)

[

]
2Sink(lijWCR) 1

-,/jo3CR (\/- ;(1 (I,TLk; C :

sink(4i,A)C.R`) [

which leads to

If the screen is kept at the potential 1/1/2,

there occurs no time lag across the divider and the

magnitude of the current and thus the voltage VI can
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be measured exactly. The screen potential can either

be supplied by tapping the resistance divider itself

or from an auxiliary resistance. The latter method

may require a shield for the auxiliary resistor as

well to overcome its stray capacitance. Furthermore,

the resistor stack and the shield have to be

symmetric cylinders to assure even voltage

distribution across the system.

No matter at what potential the screen is kept,

it introduces additional capacitance which is

effectively in parallel with the divider itself. The

response time of the divider system is crucially

affected by this added capacitance and the next topic

will examine the step response of resistive voltage

dividers.
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2.3.3 Voltage Divider Step Response

to h.v. circuit
VI

distributed capacitance C

I1

shield at potential P

V2 to CR0

Figure 8. Resistive voltage divider.

Figure 8 shows again a resistive voltage

divider, this time tapped to gain access to the

voltage V1, which is displayed on a CR0 as a

representation of the voltage VI across the h.v.

circuit. The voltage Vz can be expressed as (see

"Shielding of Resistors")

.60.)Ci2 _ _

vz- e
nl 2 j e L\ii-P(1-Cj )i p

e e
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The step response of the voltage divider will be

determined for two cases: with the screen at ground

potential and at potential VI /2.

a) SHIELD AT POTENTIAL ZERO

In this case the equation for VI, simplifies to

V -1/J-w6R 1121-

V2. eZ
_

V sink (-15(-R
Sini-4,fivjcA)

In the Laplace domain, the transfer function of

the system can be expressed as

s ,r111( .7E74)

For Vi as a response to a step increase in VI

follows

S (-04)
S SinkLiTsciT)

Transforming back into the time domain
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00

' (-0'1 Sin t,)

n=i

b) SHIELD AT POTENTIAL V1 /2

In this case the equation for the voltage V2 can

be written as

siv11.1(n5CR7-1 sink/-1R7041 V
Z. 2 in11(-rs7) 2 Sink(-rs7)

Multiplying by 1/s and transforming into the

time domain gives the voltage V2 as a result of a

step increase in VI

vL(f) =
22 / 021-?-

5 In eq(

oo
1 n 2.(- -

rr
Sin[rItTO--)]ex-p( 7)

rrIT 'RL

,'=I

These equations for v2 (t) can be solved

numerically on a digital computer. In the voltage

divider actually used, R2 was connected to a matched

cable, and therefore an equivalent low voltage arm

resistance can be written as

11.2
iNz ?at 1.2..
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where Z is the characteristic impedance of the

cable.

lez in the system used was 13.511

111 was measured to be 60.2 kJ). .

The stack of tubular resistors was positioned

inside a cylindrical shield made of copper mesh and

the distributed capacitance per unit length can be

approximated as that of a cylindrical capacitor:

ji rk

.Q
° rt

where r; = 20 cm, radius of the cylindrical

shield

and r. = 1.5 cm, radius of the cylindrical

resistors.

The overall height of the divider was 93 cm and

so the the total capacitance can be calculated to be

21.5 pF. (The measured value for C was = 22.5 pF.)

Using these values, the following response curves

were obtained by use of a digital computer.
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 9. Step response of shielded voltage divider.

v2 R t
U R2

1

Shield grounded.

0 0,1 0.2 --->
gps

Figure 10. Step response of shielded voltage divider.

Shield at potential 14 /2.

t/ps
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The shaded areas in the voltage plots in Figs. 9

and 10 (i.e. the area between the ideal and real step

responses) have the dimension time and can be

interpreted as generalized time constants Ta of the

voltage divider (see IEEE Std. 4-1978, Appendix 4B).

The areas were obtained by graphical integration

from the above plots:

shield grounded: A = 0.25).4s

shield at potential VI /2: A = -0.1 /As .

The following relations between measuring errors

and step response were given by Kuffel and Abdullah

[10].

The front of a full wave will be lengthened to

T'= + (471)1

So the front of a 1.2/50/4 wave will appear as

T, = 1.3 his (shield grounded)

or T: = 1.22 /m (shield at potential VI /2)
.

The crest value of a front chopped wave (time to

chopping T, amplitude U) will appear on the

oscilloscope as
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zest -;) >

For a wave which is chopped at T = 0.5 ,us,

V crest will be measured as follows

V cresi- = 0.5U (shield grounded)

Vcresf = 0.5U (shield at potential VI /2) .

These calculations show the advantages of

maintaining the shield at a potential 1/1/2. The

response shown is for the best possible case - it was

assumed that the shield was always exactely at the

potential V1/2. This, however, might not be a

practical assumption, since the time constant of the

device that supplies half the input voltage to the

shield can normally not be neglected. Figure 9 shows

another disadvantage of keeping the shield at V1 /2.

The high voltage that occurs initially across the

oscilloscope might cause damage to the instrument,

although this was never experienced in practice. A

grounded shield does not pose the above problems and

the resulting step response can be accepted with

confidence.

The response time Ta has to be corrected for the

effect of the vertical lead from impulse generator to

voltage divider. The overall divider response time is
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then given by (IEEE Std 4-1978)

where

T = -+- (1 4)

= E, propagation time along vertical

lead

(h = length of lead,

c = velocity of light)

and 2=-2-74/141:11nlija, characteristic impedance

of lead

(h = height, d = diameter

of lead)

and R = resistance of divider, 6020041 .

The dimensions of the lead used with the voltage

divider built for this study were h = 115 cm and d =

0.5 cm. Therefore the overall response time for the

divider with a grounded shield is calculated as

T = 0.25/4s + 4 ns = 0.254/4s.

For this relatively slow voltage divider the

vertical high voltage lead has hardly any effect and

can therefore be neglected.
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The response time has furthermore to be

corrected for the finite amplifier rise time of the

oscilloscope. The rise time was given as 20

nanoseconds and so the overall response time of the

voltage divider system is evaluated to [10]

= V 1- ICRIO 6-/A5

All oscillograms taken have to be adjusted with

respect to the obtained response time. Slow-rising

wave fronts up to the standard wave (1.2/50/us) can

be recorded and adjusted with suitable accuracy, but

steep front-chopped waves should be treated

carefully, as the divider system is not fast enough

to record such chopped waves accurately.

In Appendix B the actual system response to an

impulse voltage of the form V[exp(-4,t) - exp(-f3t)]

will be calculated and compared to the response

obtained here using the step response approximation.
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3 HIGH CURRENT IMPULSE GENERATOR

Figure 11. Basic high current impulse generator.

Figure 11 shows a basic high current impulse

generator circuit. The capacitor bank C is charged

from a high voltage, low current d.c. power suppply.

Upon breakdown of the spark gap G, a current impulse

will be sent through the test object. The shape of

the current wave depends on the values of the circuit

parameters.

If we let L and R denote the combined inductance

and resistance of generator and test object, the

current in the Laplace domain can be expressed as



with the following, familiar solutions, which

are sketched in Figure 12.

a) underdamped case

V exp (2-1 t) Si n (1-E61 -471 t)a+)
jLC_121

4112

b) critically damped case

37

for R< Ti.

'1(0 -Y- f exp( 4.-..0 for (R=

c) overdamped case

for 2 > cC

Figure 12. Typical impulse current waveshapes.
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If the test object is a lightning arrester (made

with e.g. zinc oxide), its resistance will be a

function of voltage (or current) and time. Therefore

the resistance can only be represented completely as

a curve of instantaneous resistance plotted versus

time. The implementation in the above circuit diagram

can be accomplished by using a piecewise linear

network representing the lightning arrester.

Because of the high currents involved, the

capacitors have to be designed specifically for use

in a high current impulse generator. This leads to

large physical dimensions and relatively high

internal inductance of the generator. While this

inductance is generally low enough to permit

generation of standard current impulses (4/10/As or

8/20)Ms), it hampers efforts of obtaining very fast

wave fronts.

The relatively high internal inductance also

leads to trade-offs in building a generator that is

capable of delivering fast voltage and current waves.

For details please see the chapter "High Energy

Impulse Generator at OSU".
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3.1 Measurement of Impulse Currents

3.1.1 General Considerations

Of the many possible methods of monitoring an

impulse current, the use of a shunt resistor is

probably the most uncomplicated one and will lead to

very good results if certain design principles are

considered. Alternative methods like the Rogowski

coil have the disadvantage that they monitor the

induced voltage dI/dt, thus requiring integrating

circuits. Also, because of the high stray fields

present due to a discharging impulse generator, these

coil arrangements have to be designed and shielded

very carefully to ensure accurate measurements. A

current shunt can easily be built to give accurate

measurements while being self-shielding when carrying

current.

Figure 13 shows a self-shielding shunt of the

type used, consisting of two coaxial, non-magnetic

tubes. The resistive tube was made of stainless

steel; it is also possible to use NiCr-tubing. The

voltage between points A and B in Figure 13 is

displayed on a CRO. The matched coaxial 50 -SL- -cable

used for transmission will not influence the

measurement considerably, since the resistance of the
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shunt will be in the milliohm range. (Appendix D

shows a picture of the shunt built for this project.)

A

resistive tube

N
coaxial current return

Figure 13. Coaxial shunt.

to CRO

The following chapter will give a brief

presentation of the calculation of the shunt's

response time. Some researchers have tried to explain

the response of a shunt to a step increase in current

neglecting skin effect. This author, however,

considers transient skin effect the major factor in

determining the step response of a tubular shunt. In

other words, the steady state inductance (= 4nH for

the shunt used) does not affect the response of

tubular resistors subjected to a step-current.
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3.1.2 Tubular Shunt Step Response

The following calculations neglect admittances

present in the circuit (e.g. stray capacitance

between shunt and current return), since their

effects are small compared to the major factors

determining the response of a tubular shunt when

driven by a step current. Inertial effects of current

carriers and thermal diffusion are also neglected.

Thermal effects can be neglected for the measurement

of impulse currents; when measuring steady state

currents, however, the resistance will be time

varying.

Figure 14. Tubular conductor in cylindrical

coordinate system.
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When we subject a tubular conductor

(conductivity ,, permeabilityjm) to a current step

Is'
at the first moment current will only flow in an

infinitely thin layer at the outer surface. The

current and the magnetic field associated with it

will penetrate the wall of the shunt. Some

researchers approximate the diffusion problem as

diffusion into a parallel plane, which is only valid

for shunt geometries where the radii are much greater

than the wall thickness. The shunt built at OSU does

not qualify for this approximation and so the general

cylindrical problem has to be solved.

The application of Maxwell's equations to the

problem leads to the diffusion equation for the

magnetic field and current ( A denotes the Laplacian

Operator).

=IA 6
of

I =6

The magnetic field will only have a component in

f-direction, B? and the current will only have a

component in z-direction, iz. In cylindrical

coordinates (see Figure 14) and after a change of

variables the current equation takes on the following



form, provided that there is only a current in

z-direction, iz.

with

and

I F )4(fiec) 0

r

L3

i.e., a Bessel differential equation of order 0.

The boundary and initial conditions are stated as

follows.

2- . 0

>0

i )= 011(

1

Pt) = 2_'. r: Sil(,t)S 4 = 0

%

I (r.) = I = ConSf.

= 0

The solution is obtained by transforming the

differential equation into the Laplace domain;

w\

therefore, with j1[4(01:= is),
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The solution of this equation is

csdo( B(5)1<o(-1/5")

where I. and K. are modified Bessel functions of

the second kind. A(s) and B(s) are determined from

the boundary conditions and after rearranging of

terms the solution becomes

11(f I -IF EK,C4-rs-11.(Ws1 + .I.(4-1?)K.(g-g).]
s 2tr

4I [I,(-1?) K,(4-1s') 1",(1,17)Kgs-9]

At the inner wall of the tube (r = ri) the

current is found to be

T I
s ra [Ikjlg,(1;1-1c)

which leads to step response

'6 Cs)
2.1Y

r, S Eri(-rsi) I, (ft-fil k,(4?)]

The poles 14, of this equation cannot be found

explicitely (except for the pole due to s = 0), but

have to be found numerically. The first six poles
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were tabulated by Jahnke and Emde [9] and the

remaining poles can be calculated (McLachlan [12])

using the equation

4 ft

Knowing the poles, the inverse Laplace transform

can be found by evaluating the residues of G(s).

G (t-) = all reSiclue's of cs)e..xp(src)

After a resubstitution of t forr, this leads to

the resulting step response

oc

G(f) = + r/r4 [-;Ti t[It(0)Ra-(?)-1,(1V)k,ER) x

s

"PVifraL )1
This step response was evaluated numerically for

the shunt built at OSU, which has the following

characteristics:

inner radius r; = 1.59x103 m

outer radius ra = 2.3ex10 m

conductivity 4 = 1/s where 4 = 7.78x107.nm
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permeability /A :://cie = 4irx10 H/m .

The evaluation takes the first ten poles Am into

account and the resulting response curve is shown in

Figure 15.

Figure 15. Step response of tubular resistor.

The shaded area between the ideal step response

and the resulting curve has the dimension time and

can be interpreted as a generalized time constant To

(see "Voltage Divider Step Response"). The area is

determined by graphical integration:

(1.-z. oissius

The relationship between step response and

measuring error was given by Kuffel and Abdullah

[10]. The front of a full wave will be lengthened to
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TV' t(-1'14-)72

So the front of a full 4/10ips current wave will

appear as

= 4.ot/us

The response time To has to be corrected for the

finite amplifier rise time of the oscilloscope and

the overall response time is evaluated to

T =1/7: 1 4- 7;22.0' = 0.156As

All oscillograms have to be adjusted with

respect to the obtained response time. All standard

lightning or switching current waves can be recorded

and adjusted with suitable accuracy. Should it be

desired to measure waves with considerably faster

rise times, the shunt response has to be improved. A

simple way of doing this is to reduce the wall

thickness of the resistive tube. Response times in

the ns-range can be obtained by using resistors with

very thin walls (several pm). Care should be taken,

however, since the shunt has to withstand very high

currents (50000 amperes) and the associated high

magnetic forces and power densities.
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4 HIGH ENERGY IMPULSE GENERATOR AT OSU

4.1 Introduction

The following pages give an overview of the

impulse generator built, provide information on the

calculation of circuit parameters for desired impulse

waveshapes, and present an outlook on possible

modifications of the generator.

The high energy impulse generator is set up in

the High Voltage Laboratory at Oregon State

University. This indoor location limits the use of

the generator considerably. The breakdown noise level

at 100 kV makes it necessary to wear hearing

protective devices. The high levels of

electromagnetic disturbances generated by a

discharging generator at this voltage level may also

lead to disruptions in adjacent laboratories,

although this was never encountered in practice.

The capacitors used are filled with Pyranol

(high-grade PCBs) and have to be replaced by 1986

according to University and EPA standards. Especially

designed for high current operation, they behaved

very well during high energy short circuit tests. The

only setback is their relatively high internal
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inductance, which limits the steepness and efficiency

of current waves obtainable. Figure 16 shows the

performance of the generator for different load

resitance values (overdamped circuit).

-
time to peak

O00 10 20 40

Figure 16. Influence of resistance on peak value and

current efficiency of current impulses.

When testing a lightning arrester, the load

capacitance will be in the picofarad range and the

big difference between generator and load capacitance

makes it necessary to use small valued tailshaping

resistors. If the tail resistor is smaller than

approximately 20n, the inductance of the generator

cannot be neglected and limits in effect the

obtainable voltage rise time for very small load

capacitances. When the value of the load capcitance

calls for a high valued front' resistor, there are two
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possible ways of ensuring a high follow-up current

wave. It was tried to increase the load capacitance

to a higher value, which lead to oscillations on the

voltage wave front. The better way is to bridge a

part of the front resistance with a point gap, which

breaks down immediately after breakdown of the test

object; the current wave is then controlled by the

remaining part of the front resistance and the tail

resistor.

The calculation of voltage divider and current

shunt response times was verified as far as permitted

by the instrumentation available. Front times of

about 5/.4s can be taken directly from the

oscilloscope screen without introducing any

significant errors. Faster rise times or chopped

waves have to be corrected for the effects of the

instrumentation. Front times and chopping times of

about 1 im can be observed with suitable accuracy.
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4.2 Design Specifications

The following table gives a summary of the

technical data of this high energy impulse generator

and the instrumentation that goes with it. Fig. 17

shows a circuit diagram of the actual generator.

Appendix C shows some sample oscillograms of

generated waves; pictures of various circuit elements

are found in Appendix D.

Charging Circuit

power supply: 7-stage Cockroft-Walton voltage

doubler; maximum charging current 1 A.

The charging voltage can be

manipulatated by operating a variac on

the a.c. input side.

charging
resistor: 12 Mn, 90W, 100kV. In order not to

surpass the power rating it is

suggested that the voltage across the

resistor be not greater than 25 kV.

Capacitor Bank

capacitors: General Electric Pyranol High Current

capacitors (CAT 14F728); 6kV d.c.;

nominal capacitance 165/4F; internal
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inductance 0.62 pH.

The capacitor bank used consists of 18

capacitors in series with a minimum

inductance current return circuit and

is set up on glass insulators.

overall
capacitance: 9.45 pF (measured)

internal
resistance: 0.155 A (measured)

internal
inductance: 13.4 pH (measured)

maximum
voltage: 105 kV

max. peak
current: 79.8 kA into short circuit at 105 kV

(calculated)

maximum
energy: 52.1 kJ at 105 kV (calculated)

Instrumentation

voltage
divider: Resistive divider; resistors wound

non-inductively.

divider ratio: 13.5.n/60.2kn. (measured)

response time: 0.255 /ms (calculated)

(The above values include the effects

of cable and oscilloscope.)
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shunt: Stainless steel tube with coaxial

current return (copper tube).

d.c. resistance: 1.97 mil (measured)

response time: 0.156 bus (calculated;

including effects of cable and

oscilloscope)

transmission
cables: calibrated 50licoaxial cables with

aluminum shields.

oscilloscope: Tektronix 502 A Dual Beam

Tektronix 535

Nominal rise time of amplifiers 20 ns.

metering: Voltmeter monitors HVDC power supply

output voltage.

Microammeter monitors capacitor voltage

(reading x 0.4 = kV).

Accessories

trigger
device: 15 cm sphere gap with 1 cm trigger

sphere.

grounding
devices: 3 grounding sticks provided; to be

applied in the following order.

1. Ground impulse capacitors (across
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high resistance).

2. Ground HVDC generator output (across

high resistance).

3. Ground HVDC generator input.

wave shaping
resistors: Custom made 7.20 .0. non-inductive

resistor (= 70 kV).

Custom made 2.7111 non-inductive

resistor (= 40 kV).

The above resitance values can be

changed by shorting out turns.

Higher resistances can be achieved by

combining 200 SL wire-wound resistors

(inductive; = 50 kV).



115Viv
. 7 stage

Cockroft-Walton
HVDC generator

0.6Mn

charging res.
ANMA,

12Ma. 90W

600Mn.

Variac 4 : i 1 : 500

voltage
divider

CR04--

system ground

1----WAA---0 0
front res. sphere gap

CR04--

test
object

t shunt

I
tail res.

main
capacitor

bank 1

9.45SF

T

400Ma

IAA

Figure 17. Circuit diagram of high energy impulse generator.
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4.3 Impulse Calculations

The following flowchart illustrates the

estimation of circuit parameters to obtain desired

voltage and current waveshapes for the generator

built, utilizing the more effective placement of the

tailshaping resistor on the generator side. The

subsequent calculation steps were performed on a

digital computer (HP-86B) utilizing Newton's method

in determining the zeros of nonlinear equations.

These calculations help determine the feasibility of

desired waveshapes and give an estimate of the

waveshaping circuit to be used. The values obtained

are usually very close and can be adjusted after a

first trial. The abbreviations used have the

following meaning:

RI = voltage wave front resistor

Rz = voltage wave tail resistor

R3 = current wave controlling resistor

Ri = internal resistance of generator

L; = internal inductance of generator

CI = generator capacitance

Appendix C shows some sample oscillograms of

test-waves.



determine load capacitance

select front time and time
to half value of desired
voltage wave

calculate R. and R2
neglecting L;

select current
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calculate R
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current
wave not
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recalculate R2 neglecting
R1 and load capacitance

voltage
wave

oscillates

select current
rise time

calculate R3I

14.111/74-7e.
yes

set up circuit
bridging (R,R3)
with point gap

current
wave

oscillates

set up circuit

conduct trial run

current
wave
oscillates

n
waveshapes within

tolerances?

modify
circuit
parameters

waveshaping
circuit
acceptable

Figure 18. Estimation of waveshaping circuit parameters.
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4.4 Outlook

This paper described the design and use of high

voltage and current impulse generators in general as

well as the characteristics of the realized generator

and its instrumentation. The generator built achieves

the set goal, i.e. it is a working tool for many

different high energy impulse testing purposes. It

may be possible, however, to refine the generator in

some ways, if the necessary research funds can be

obtained.

To battle the relatively high internal

inductance of the generator it is proposed to conduct

a feasibility study in order to determine whether it

is possible to use a water capacitor with extremely

low internal inductance for intermediate energy

storage. This capacitor would have to be custom

designed taking into consideration the impulse

characteristics of water and the duration of energy

storage.

In order to carry out such intermediate energy

storage it is necessary to employ the controlled

tripping of two spark gaps within several

microseconds. To achieve this it is proposed to study

the feasibility of utilizing laser operated trigatron

gaps.
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APPENDIX A: Impulse Voltage and Current Definitions

The information on the following pages should

familiarize the reader with the nomenclature used in

describing impulses. The exact method of defining an

impulse, however, differs according to which of the

various International Standards is used. The most

important standards are the German (DIN), British

(BS) and American Standards. This thesis employs the

American Standards as defined by the American

Standards Institute.

Characteristics of Impulse Voltage

An impulse voltage is a unidirectional voltage

which rises rapidly to its maximum value and then

slowly decays to zero.

V
1.0

Ti

Figure 19. Full-impulse voltage.
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Figure 19 shows a full-impulse voltage. The peak

value will normally be the maximum value. In some

test circuits, oscillations or overshoot may be

present on the wave. If the amplitude of the

oscillations is not greater than 5% of the peak value

and the frequency is at least 0.5 MHz, a mean curve

can be drawn, the amplitude of which is defined as

the virtual peak value. In the case of overshoot,

this mean curve may be drawn if the amplitude of the

overshoot is not greater than 5% of the peak value

and the duration not longer as 1 1us. If the frequency

of oscillation is less or if the duration of

overshoot is more than described above, the peak

value of the oscillation or the overshoot may be used

as the peak value.

The virtual front time T1 is defined as 1.67

times the time interval T between the instants when

the impulse reaches 30% and 90% of its peak value

(points A and B in Figure 19). When oscillations are

present, points A and B are to be taken on the mean

curve. The virtual origin 01 of the impulse is

defined as the intersection of the straight line

through points A and B with the time axis. The

virtual time to half value Ts is the time interval

between the virtual origin 01 and the instant on the

tail, when the voltage is reduced to half the peak
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value. The impulse is generally referred to as Ti/T1

impulse, where Ti and T2 are to be taken in

microseconds.

The standard test voltage impulse (lightning

impulse) is defined as a 1.2/50 impulse, which may

have the following tolerances:

peak value

virtual front time TI

± 3 percent,

±30 percent,

virtual time to half value TZ ±20 percent.

A generated test voltage impulse may contain

oscillations, provided that their amplitude is less

than 5% of the peak value in the neighbourhood of the

peak of the impulse or 10% on the first half of the

front.

The standard switching impulse is a 250/2500/as

impulse with the following tolerances:

peak value + 3 percent,

virtual front time T1 ±20 percent,

virtual time to half value Tz ±60 percent.
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If a 250/2500 ,us impulse is not sufficient or
appropriate, a 100/2500 /us or 500/2500 /us impulse may

be used.

Figure 20. Impulse voltage chopped on tail.

Figure 20 shows an impulse voltage chopped on

the tail. The definitions concerning the wave front
are the same as for a full impulse. The sudden

decrease of voltage is defined in terms of points C
and D on the on the voltage curve. Points C and D are
located at 70% and 10% of the voltage at the instant
of chopping. For an impulse chopped on the front (not

shown), points C and D are at 70% and 10% of the peak

voltage. It should always be considered that the
response times of the voltage dividers used makes the

measurement of the steepness of the chop very

inaccurate.
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Charcteristics of Impulse Current

An impulse current is defined as an aperiodic

transient current that rises rapidly to a peak value

and falls less rapidly to zero. The definitions for

current impulses follow the appropriate definitions

for impulse voltages with some differences. The

virtual front time T, is defined as 1.25 the interval

between instants when the impulse current is 10% and

90% of the peak value. When oscillations are present,

the 10% and 90% values are to be located on the mean

curve. The virtual origin 0, of a current impulse is

defined as the intersection of a straight line

through the 10% and 90% points with the time axis.

The virtual time to half value T2 is defined as the

interval between the virtual origin 0, and the

instant on the wave tail, where the current has

decreased to half its peak value. A current impulse

is then generally referred to as a Ti/T2 impulse,

where T, and T z
are to be taken in microseconds.

Two standard current impulses are used, an 8/20

impulse and a 4/10 impulse. The following tolerances

on the waveshape apply:



crest value

virtual front time Ti
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+10 percent,

±10 percent,

virtual time to half value T2 ±10 percent,

oscillations near peak t 5 percent of peak

value.
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APPENDIX B: Determination of Divider Response to

Impulse Voltage

The transfer function of a resistive voltage

divider with a grounded metallic screen was found in

"Voltage Divider Step Response".

1.4(s) =
sinhu-s-vE)

where RI = high voltage arm resistance

R = low voltage arm resistance

C = total distributed capacitance

R = total resistance, RI + RZ

The impulse voltage will be of the form

v,(1)= V(e"-L+__

which can be expressed in the Laplace domain as

V, (S) V V
S+ck, 5+13

For the output voltage follows
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V(s)= ( -1(5) V(s)

V \

Sinhcis-VErz) si-p/

Transformation into the time domain yields

v,(4),_ V sink (114 c-TE-C7) a-4+ i/ sinli(i 4'-icR) -(3t
sinin(j1,177)

oo

2ir (-1)
V

s;ri (nrIrm-2.)
frl CL CR exP(1R---v'zfItt)

h=t

21,1,1/ n(-OnSin(ni4)
ce)

V / I
- rCR "P( RC

,
n

ri=1

which can be written as

v269 -t 1-11 (1/3 RV
sin( 41767) e

-4.

v sin(.4sc7) e

v r n(-0" Sin(nif41) n fr
, nan2 cLCZ Cl2C.

n.,

n=t

neons;n(,11)--e.)
pcfz P ciTc

This equation for v2 (t) can be integrated

numerically and two examples are given below. The

voltage divider parameters are the same as in
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"Voltage Divider Step Response".

v2.R
V R21

1

ideal divider C=0

."----real divider C= 21.5 pF

0
s

Figure 21. Divider response to 0.6 ps wave front

(time to peak 1.2 jus) .

ideal divider CO =

real divider C-21.5 pF

0.1 s

Figure 22. Divider response to 1/5.5 acts wave.

The response time T can be taken from the plots

and is for both cases approximately 0.24 pus, which

compares favorably to the approximation in "Voltage

Divider Step Response", where a generalized time
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constant (area between divider step response and

ideal step response) was introduced and calculated to

be 0.25 bus .
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APPENDIX C: Sample Oscillograms

The following oscillograms give some examples of

the capabilities and possible uses of the high energy

impulse generator.

4.5kV/div
10 s/div

Figure 23. Full voltage wave.
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lkA/div
5ps/div

Figure 24. Full current wave.

Figure 25. Voltage wave chopped on front using 2cm

sphere gap.
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2.3kV/div
0.5kA/div
lOps/div

voltage

current

Figure 26. Voltage and current waves in exploding

wire experiment. (#37 copper wire).

4.5kV/div
lkA/div
10 s/div

Figure 27. Testing of 3-kV autovalve lightning

arrester, Voltage and current waves.
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APPENDIX D: Pictures of Equipment

The following pictures show some of the

equipment used with the high energy impulse

generator. Except for the HVDC power supply all the

equipment shown was custom designed for use in

conjunction with the generator. For technical data

please see "Design Specifications".

Figure 28. HVDC power supply for high energy impulse

generator.
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Figure 29. Main capacitor bank.

Figure 30. Noninductive resistor (NiCr wire).



Figure 32. Trigger gap. Figure 31. Shielded voltage divider.
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Figure 33. Coaxial current shunt.


